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To all tuhon, it inctly conce 17 :
its forward edge, as shown in FigS. 3 and 4,
Beit known that I, HENRY M. DIXON, of the to allow the thread L to come in contact with
city, county, and State of New York, have in the edge of the knife K and be cut.
vented a new and useful Improvement in The sheath M is constructed to fit the up- 55
5 Bobbin - Winders for Sewing - Machines, of right J Snugly, as shown in Fig. 5, and thus
which
the following is a full, clear, and exact be held by frictional contact against accidental
description.
displacement by the thread L while it is be
Reference is to be had to the accompanying ing wound on the bobbin. As an additional
drawings, forming a part of this specification, means of security against displacement, the 6c
IO ill which similar letters of reference indicate
sheath M may be provided with a set-screw for
corresponding parts in all the figures.
binding it against the upright J, or, in fact,
Figure 1 is a plan view of my improvement, in any other substantial way without depart
partly in section, and shown as applied to a ing from the spirit of the invention; but in or- .
sewing-machine. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of dinary cases by simply fitting the sheath. 65
the same. Fig. 3 is a sectional side elevation Snugly on the upright J, as shown, it would
of the thread-cutting device. Fig. 4 is a front be properly held. With this construction the
elevation of the same, showing one of the sheath M. can be adjusted higher or lower, so
thread-guides. Fig. 5 is an enlarged lear cle as to serve as a gage to regulate the point at
vation of the same, part in section.
the thread comes in contact with the 7O
The object of this invention is to facilitate which
edge
of
and thus adapt the device
the winding of sewing-machine bobbins, and to be usedtheforknife,
winding different-sized bobbins.
also to provide a mechanism for cutting the N is a U-shaped spring, the ends of which
thread automatically when the bobbins are are secured to the stand G upon the opposite
filled.
sides of the rear edge of the sheath M. The 75
25 A represents the table, IB the needle-arm, spring N inclines forward, so that its bend is
and C the balance-wheel, of a sewing-machine. is above the upperforward corner of the sheath
D is a small wheel, of rubber or other suita M. The spring N is made of such an elastici
ble material, and which is attached to a spin ty that the pressure of the thread L while be
dle, E. The spindle Erevolves in bearings in ing wound upon the bobbin will press back So
a support, F, attached to the table A, or to a the said spring, and the said thread will pass
stand, G, secured to the said table. The other in between the spring and the upper part of
end of the spindle E projects to receive and the sheath. MI, and Will thus be put under a
carry the bobbins H to be Wound. The stand proper tension.
G is secured to the table A by a screw, I, The spool O, from which the thread L is to 85
3 5 which passes through a slot in the base of the be wound upon the bobbin H, is placed upon
Said stand and into the Said table. When the a pivot, P, attached to the base of the stand
support F is secured directly to the table A, G, and is held down upon the said pivot by a
it should be slotted or provided with a slotted spring, Q, with sufficient force to prevent it
lug to receive the fastening-screw, so that the from turning too easily and to stop it as soon 90
said Support can be adjusted to bring the as the draft upon the thread ceases. The
wheel D into contact with the Wheel C and re spring Q is attached to the stand G, and has a
move it therefronn.
guide-bend, R, for the thread L formed in it
To the stand G is attached an upright, J, about upon a level with or a little below the
which is made hollow to receive the knife K, forward upper corner of the sheath M.
95
and is recessed or cut away at j, as shown in If desired, the guideR can be made separate
Figs. 3 and 5 of the drawings, upon the for from the spool-holding spring Q.
ward edge, to allow the thread L to come in To the stand G is also attached a second
contact at the proper time with the edge of guide, S, the bend or aperture of which is
the knife. The upright J is covered with a placed about opposite the center of the spool IOO
SO sheath, M, to keep the knife K in place. The O, to prevent the thread L from running off
sheath MI is recessed or cut away at in upon either end of the said spool, and thus keep the
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Said thread upon about the said tension. The spring for cutting the thread, and the guides
bend or opening of the guide S is made of for controlling the position of the thread, as
such a size as will allow the thread to pass Set forth.
through easily, but too small to allow any. 2. In a bobbin-winder, the combination,
5 knot upon the thread to pass through, so with the wheel and spindle DE and the guides
that, should there be a knot in the thread, the SR, of the knife K, the recessed knife-holder
Said knot will be stopped by the said guide J, and the spring N, substantially as herein
and will cause the thread to break, so that no shown and described, whereby the thread Will
knots will be allowed to be wound upon the be cut automatically when the bobbin becomes
bobbin, to cause trouble when using the sew | full, as set forth.
ing-machine. With this construction, when 3. In a bobbin-winder, the combination,
the winder is in use, the thread gradually de with the knife K, the recessed knife-holder J,
Scends between the sheath M and the spring and the spring N, of the recessed sheath M,
N. As the bobbin becomes filled the thread substantially as herein shown and described.
4. The combination, with the stand G, knife
(5 comes in contact with the knife K, and is cut,
So that it will be impossible for the bobbin to K, and sheath M, of the U-shaped spring N,
be wound too full. By this construction as inclined to bring its bend above the upper for
each bobbin becomes empty it can be removed ward corner of the sheath and exert the proper
from the machine and replaced by a full one. tension on the thread, as described.
The empty bobbin can then be placed upon 5. In a bobbin-winder, the combination,
the Spindle E and the end of the thread con with the knife K, of the adjustable sheath M,
nected with it. Then as the machine is oper having notch m, to gage the point at which
ated the bobbin will be filled and the thread the thread shall come in contact with the
cut off, leaving the bobbin ready for use when knife-edge, and the device adapted to wind
required.
bobbins of varying size by adjusting the
Having thus described my invention, I claim sheath, substantially as described.
as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent
HENRY MI. DIXON.
1. A bobbin - winder constructed substan
tially as herein shown and described, and con Witnesses:
sisting of the wheel and spindle for carrying
JAMES T. GRAHAM,
C. SEDGWICK.
the bobbin, the knife-holder, knife, sheath, and
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